
Technology: Easy to use and customise to suit your brand, 
integrated with social media app for sharing.

Set up time: Suggested set up takes five minutes. 

Portability: With adjustable height and only 45cm diameter this 
booth is super portable. 

Social: Users can share images or a moving GIF to Facebook and 
Twitter from the booth, or upgrade to the Enterprise to text through a 
link to the MP4 version - perfect for sharing on Instagram!*

Customisation: Black and white colours available. 

• The Gif Booth is FUN and super social – who can resist a gif!?

• The perfect medium to encourage interaction with brands
and products.

• Designed for social sharing, spreading event videos
all over social media.

• Get event #hashtags trending to reach more customers.
• Collect customer information for remarketing.
• Get your brand and products all over social media!

Create interactive gif videos using 
the booth, then share the fun on  
social media!

Gif Booth
Social media photobooth

GIF BOOTH

Australian Made

iPad Touch Screen

Customisable 
Software

Social Media  
App Integration

Flaunt it, snap it, 

GIF it!
Send it 
Enter your mobile or 
email for a link to your 
gif video

Share it 
Social media buttons enable 
sharing to Facebook, 
Instagram* and Twitter!

Gif it! Features

1

2

3

Encouraging  
Social Engagement

From 

$4,499
or $37/week

inc. GST



FEATURES SOCIAL  ENTERPRISE

Photos and Animated Gifs

Edit with layouts and filters

Email, Facebook, Twitter and Airprint

App branding and photo overlays

Save to dropbox

Auto-print capabilities

Capture email, name, birthdays and more

Text messaging, Link to Instagram ready MP4

Edit app online and manage remotely

Customise online galleries

Get sharing with the GIF Booth

www.photosnap.com.au

0411 079 422

Jason D’Costa

sales@photosnap.com.au

GIF it!

SEND it

SHARE it

Offer your clients a choice of two setups when using the GIF Booth! 
With our Social option your clients enjoy a customised experience for guests to snap their GIFs and share 

straight to social media. Or, step things up a notch with the Enterprise to enable text messaging and capture 
valuable demographic information from users.




